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1 Introduction

The Scripts and Commands plugin allow you the ability to verify the results of QShell scripts or CL com-
mands on a target system. It provides a very powerful and simple way to extend the base verification 
function provided by Application Runtime Expert for i. The verification condition is customizable, including 
program Exit code, error messages and content of the stdout file. The Scripts and Commands plugin sim-
plifies the way to validate additional features on IBM i without having to write a customized plugin. The 
overview of this plugin is shown in figure1.
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Figure 1: Overview

2 How to use

2.1 Specify the QShell or CL command

Input the script or command in the text area. It is recommended that you copy and paste an actual work-
ing version to prevent typing errors. Each collection contains a single script or command. If you have mul-
tiple scripts and commands to run, create multiple collections. All the contents of the input field will be 
treated as a single command or script. 
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     Figure 2: Specify the QShell or CL command

2.2 Add result verification

After you specify a command or script, you need to verify the results of this function. The verification is 
done by adding result verification groups. Click the "add" button showed in Figure3, this launches the add 
results verification wizard page showed in Figure 4. This wizard helps you add each verification group. 
Multiple verification groups can be specified to ensure the inclusion of a value (Does standard out file for 
the script contain a specific value) or even the exclusion of a value (make sure the message for the CL 
command does not equal a specific message) or even the exit return code for the call is ok. These verifi-
cations can be combined to make sure you are checking the exact result you desire. 

       Figure 3: Add result verification
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     Figure 4: Verification details

Name: Result verification group name must start with an alpha, and may be followed by any al-
pha/numeric character, or underline. The maximum length of result verification group name is 20 charac-
ters. This field is a name for this verification group and should be used to give you a name that makes 
sense and help you remember what this verification is for. 

Severity: The following keywords denote the severity levels of a problem what was found during verifica-
tion.

*Error
*Warning
*Info

Type: Specifies proper logical relationship between each result verification condition. This allows you to 
specify whether all the verifications must pass or any verification is ok.
  
Script verification conditions: Verification condition is the expected value of result of script (or CL 
command) to run. 
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Figure 5: Script verification conditions

Source: The source is dependent on the type of action being run. CL commands support the veri-
fication of the Exit code and Message ID values. Scripts support Exit code and the contents of the Stan-
dard output. To check multiple items, add multiple entries to the table.

Expected value: Specifies the specific attribute to verify for the source specified. The expected 
value field supports any value to check.

      Note: Exit code must be a number.

Comparison: Allows you to specify the type of comparison that is to be used when checking the 
expected value with the specified source. Allows you to include or exclude and additional partial verifica-
tion logic.

Match case: Specifies whether case is considered when comparing string values.

After you finish configuring a group, click on "OK" button to save your configuration. Then, you get back to
the "Specify Script and Command to be Run and Verified" form. The result verification group that was just 
created is listed on the Result Verification Group table.
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Figure 6: Script verification conditions

3 Sample

The following sample is showing the Work active job command being called. It is verifying that the command ran 
without error. The return code must be set to 0. In addition several error messages are being checked for.
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Figure 7: Script verification conditions

4 Advance – Log Command Output

In addition to checking the command output, you may also want to log the command 
output to the report. ARE allows the user to do that by using Collector Mode while run-
ning system verification. Within the QShell command line run the following steps.

To log command output, the template must be run in the Collector Mode. The output of 
each command will be logged to a separate text file, which is packaged in the final arc-
hive file. To enable the Collector Mode, specify -zipFile zipFileName, instead of the -
outFile filename parameter on the command line. For more details, see the IBM Appli-
cation Runtime Expert for i product web site. Here is an example for using -zipFile pa-
rameter in QShell: 

    runARE.sh -template <template path> -zipFile <zip file name>
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Note: To log the output of an interactive CL command (e.g. WRK*, DSP*), you need to 
run it in QShell via the "system" command. For example:

    system "WRKACTJOB"

The CL command input in CL command to run section will NOT have interactive output. 
If you want to verify and log CL command output messages, specify it in this section, 
like shown in the following figure. 

Figure 8: Sample to call interactive command in QShell


